
 
 

Time to Write - Eligibility Criteria  
 
If you are a writer living in the upper South-West who is struggling to find the time and/or 
support needed to write creatively, then this commission is for you. 
 
We know there are writers out there whose voices aren’t heard regularly in the writing and 
publishing industries who have important stories to tell. We understand that the barriers of 
money, time and access can be insurmountable to a writer just starting out. We can help. 
 
You don’t have to be a published or experienced writer, you just have to be serious in your 
commitment to writing, be able to share a sample of it with us, and demonstrate that Time to 
Write will help you do things you might otherwise struggle to achieve or complete on your 
own.  
 
Connection to the Upper South-West 
Applicants need to live in the upper South-West (Somerset, Gloucestershire, South 
Gloucestershire, and Wiltshire). We are particularly keen to hear from writers in and around 
Weston-super-Mare. We also welcome applications from other parts of our region that 
experience socio-economic disadvantage, such as Twerton and Whiteway in Bath or Midsomer 
Norton and Trowbridge in Wiltshire.  
 
Under-Represented Writers 
Time to Write is intended to support writers from backgrounds that are not currently 
well-represented in the writing and publishing industry. Our definition of ‘under-represented’ 
includes, but is not limited to: writers of colour, working class writers, writers from areas of 
rural or coastal deprivation, writers who have experienced homelessness, refugee writers, 
writers in the LGBTQ+ communities, writers who have survived abuse, disabled writers, and 
writers with chronic health conditions.  
 
Applicants may belong to one or a number of these groups. If you are not sure whether you are 
under-represented, please apply anyway.  
 
Exceptions 
Time to Write is not open to staff of Bath Spa University, including casual staff and staff that 
have left employment in the last three years. Former undergraduate and postgraduate 
students who meet eligibility criteria may apply. Preference will be given to those with the 
fewest available resources or the most significant barriers. 
 
Applicants must be aged 16 or over. 
 
Applications are open on www.papernations.org and will close on the 5th of January 2020 at 
midnight.  

 



 
 

 
Successful applicants will be announced in January 2020. Writing projects and other activities 
funded through the commissions need to be completed by the end of September 2020. 
 
  
 
 

 


